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Introduction
Contemporary perspectives from a wide range of disciplines are
applying pressure to what had been mostly unchallenged Christian views
of human origins. Hallmarks of the faith like Adam and Eve’s historicity, the
punctiliar nature of the Fall, even the notion of universal human sinfulness
as a whole feel threatened. All of the doctrines above have something in
common- original sin has historically been their theological anchor point.
One side of the present discussion portrays original sin as a theological relic
that needs to be disposed of or reconceived beyond recognition.1 The other,
for a variety of reasons, appears to resist any calls to doctrinal reformulation
regardless of what new evidence or theories come to light.2 Today in the
Wesleyan tradition, theologians, pastors, and laity alike feel torn between
two extreme options concerning the doctrine of original sin: throw the
whole gambit away and wash our collective hands, or proudly hold fast to
the bag of rubbish and pretend it doesn’t stink. Is there no via media?

the Magisterial Reformation of England, is more than willing to allow space
for disagreement concerning the doctrine of original sin and to theologize
therein, in an interdisciplinary fashion, so long as certain theological
foundations are in place. In this essay, I endeavor to sketch out these
theological foundations. Any constructive formulation of the doctrine of
original sin in the Wesleyan tradition is best served by robustly engaging in
Wesley believed were diaphora components of “the plain, old faith”: (1) the
basis for the doctrine of the New Birth, and (3) a theological anthropology
that doesn’t portray God as the author of sin.
Concerning Method
The purpose of the project is to pursue as “thin” an account of
original sin as can be consistent with our theological tradition. To that
end, my proposal is intentionally dogmatically minimalist.3 The Wesleyan
tradition is broad and ought to allow for a diversity of views concerning
sin’s etiology and our present-day hamartiological predicament.
with the doctrine of original sin, I intend to put contemporary socio-
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the discussion. In particular, the authority of scripture will be engaged in
light of Wesley’s “analogy of faith” and James K. A. Smith’s “Narrative-Arc”
theological method. Insights of evolutionary psychology and sociobiology
will then interplay with Wesley’s understanding of universal human
sinfulness and regenerating grace. Next, we will explore Wesley’s holistic
theological anthropology and contemporary emergence theory in their
respective attempts to understand sin’s nefarious substance and power.
conclude with a call to embrace John Wesley’s “catholic spirit.”
The nature of the essay is such that I will not be able to engage at
length with biblical scholarship on these proposed theological foundations.
Additionally, no segment is intended to provide an exhaustive treatment
of the subject. Instead, each section ought to provide a basis for further
theological exploration and interdisciplinary dialogue.
Moreover, for the purpose of this article I am assuming that
a constructive doctrine of original sin in the Wesleyan tradition ought
to engage theories that presume an evolutionary, non-historical Adam
(and Eve) framework, at least methodologically.4 That is not to say that a
contemporary formulation or original sin necessarily denies the historicity
of Adam. It is to say that I imagine such a claim to be adiaphora for a
substantive doctrine of original sin. Concomitantly, I believe the cumulative
theological leg work of devising a doctrine of original sin that doesn’t stand
or fall on Adam and Eve being our biological ancestors or the birthplace of
sin.
Wesley’s Social Setting
Much has changed since the days of John Wesley, but much
remains the same. The doctrine of original sin was not in vogue in his day
either. Enlightenment optimism ruled the philosophical landscape and took
root in eighteen-century theology, especially through the work of John
Taylor.5 Wesley was so shaken by the deistic threat of Taylor’s machinations
that he took an eight-week hiatus from his cherished preaching circuit to
write what amounts to his most extensive theological treatise, The Doctrine
of Original Sin according to Scripture, Reason and Experience (1756).6 It’s
a brilliant exegetical and sociological work that engages a multitude of
thinkers but unambiguously refutes Taylor’s magnum opus, at some points
page-by-page.
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The substance of Wesley’s position on original sin is later
distilled in the form of a sermon that bears its name, “Original Sin” (1759).
Contained in this work of public theology are these timely words positioned
as theological guardrails within which we will proceed, “Keep to the plain,
old faith
to our hearts. Know your disease! Know your cure! You were born in sin:
7

Wesley fancied himself homo unius libri. He assigned epistemic
primacy (though not exclusivity) to God’s revelation in the scriptures. His
early years at Oxford are case and point. His “Holy Club” quickly received
the derogatory moniker “Bible Moths” because, at Wesley’s lead, this initial
the lens with which we examine all else.8 For Ben Witherington III, Wesley’s
claim to be “a man of one book” in the preface to his Standard Sermons
means:
He, at least in principle, endorsed the hermeneutical
approach of allowing the scripture to have its own say,
word is at odds with one’s church tradition, so much the
worse for that tradition. The scripture was seen as the
any given tradition, experience, or rational claim.9
Would Wesley possibly endorse a reformulation of original sin in which
the early chapters of Genesis, several hallmark verses of Paul, and even
references to Adam by Jesus Christ himself?

R.J. Berry is right when he suggests that there is no point where
biology and theology more “butt heads” than the doctrine of the Fall.10
Full volumes have been written arguing that evolutionary theory, especially
coupled with emerging data from genetic science, has effectively relegated
a historical fountainhead couple who “fall” into sin to the realm of religious
myth.11 New developments in population genetics are compelling and
helpful but not likely as infallible as they purport to be. Joshua Swamidass,
for example, has recently rebutted such dogmatic claims with his
genealogical hypothesis, arguing instead that computational models show
a likely universal, “genealogical” (as distinct from genetic) ancestor to all
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“textual” humans as recent as six thousand years ago.12 Nevertheless, this
probability of a recent genealogical ancestor for all humans; they do not get
us to a sinless and perfect, primeval couple who function as the genesis of
our miserable condition.
Joel Green argues that Wesley’s commitment to the primacy of
scripture is less about presenting the Bible in concordist terms- where all
truths within harmonize with modern empirical exploration- and more
about preserving the essential “theological grammar of scripture and life,”
in Wesley’s words “the analogy of faith.”13 The analogy of faith consists of
the principal soteriological ingredients of Christian doctrine derived from
scripture that then, in turn, interpret all other passages of scripture.14 Original
sin is one such ingredient, and according to Green, “It is not too much to
say, for Wesley, both the whole Bible teaches original sin (as integral to the
order of salvation[)]…and that this doctrine…provides a normative guide
for reading scripture.”15
in his Journal for Sunday, August 28, 1748, when he preached in Shackerley
in Lancashire:
Abundance of people were gathered before six, many
of whom were disciples of Dr. Taylor’s, laughing at
original sin and, consequently, at the whole frame of
scriptural Christianity. Oh, what a providence it is which
has brought us here also among these silver-tongued
Antichrists. Surely a few, at least, will recover out of
the snare and know Jesus Christ as their wisdom and
righteousness.16
To be faithful to our theological forebearer, we must conceive of a doctrine of
original sin that doesn’t sully “the whole frame of scriptural Christianity.”
our “cross-pressured” doctrine that is attuned to the spirit of Wesley’s
analogy of faith. “Christian theology,” says Smith, “isn’t like a Jenga game,
an assemblage of propositional claims of which we try and see which
can be removed without affecting the tower. Rather, Christian doctrine is
more like the grammar of a story held together by the drama of a plot.”17
His “narrative arc,” which he soon expounds, consists of the goodness
of creation, the eruption of sin, gracious redemption in Christ, and the
eschatological consummation of all things. The purpose of theology,
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grounded in the authority of scripture, then becomes the pursuit of “faithful
extensions” of this arc that don’t undermine the story.18
All we know from the sciences can couple with all that we know
analogy of faith, all while retaining a high view of scripture. Wesley himself
they were two distinct books that both revealed the nature of God; one
(the holy scriptures) simply bears more epistemic weight, soteriologically
speaking.19
One can trace Wesley’s love affair with the natural sciences
writings. In his A Plain Account of People Called Methodists, he admits
spending his free time for the better part of twenty-seven years studying
and experimenting with anatomy and “physick.”20 Wesley’s long-lasting
interdisciplinary interest, coupled with his insatiable medical curiosities,
led him to write and revise twenty-three editions of his Primitive Physick
or An Easy and Natural Way of Curing Most Diseases (1747). He was no
he imagined himself to be.
There is at least one place in his Explanatory Notes upon the
New Testament where Wesley shows his willingness to read the Bible and
“the book of nature” in an integrated way. The Book of Matthew depicts
Jesus sending out his twelve disciples to this task, “Cure the sick, raise the
dead, cleanse lepers, cast out demons” (Mt 10:8 NRSV). Wesley breaks
form when remarking on this verse. Rather than sticking to his typical,
short, expository comments, he launches into dialogue with contemporary
psychological beliefs. The temptation of his day was to write off things like
demonic possession in physicalist terms. Wesley’s response was essentially:
couldn’t it be both?
any occasion whatever, give such a power to an evil
spirit? Or that effects, the like of which may be produced
by natural causes, cannot possibly be produced by
as so, in any particular case, cannot be justly charged
possible thing.21
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Remarking on the same verse one paragraph earlier, Wesley uses phrases
like “violent motions” and “over-tense nerves.” The use of such terminology
betrays Wesley’s familiarity with neurological theories of his day. More
important for our purposes, Green notes, “we witness here his interest in
taking seriously the importance of science for biblical interpretation.”22 It
is reasonable to suggest that rather than considering it rubbish to be tossed
out or an area of theology unassailable by the natural sciences, Wesley
may have relished the opportunity to synthesize his broadly Augustinian
understanding of original sin with emerging evolutionary perspectives. He
likely sensed a deep resonance between science and theology.
Much more needs to be said on the topic of the authority of
scripture as it relates to the doctrine of original sin, both of Wesley’s thought
and for contemporary constructive theology.23
I concur with Bill Arnold when he suggests:
[T]he Bible shows little interest in the origin of human
sinfulness among our ancestors but rather shows an
intense interest in the universality of human sinfulness, its
character as a disease infecting all humans, and its social
effects…A Wesleyan reading of Genesis 3 acknowledges
the Bible’s basic intuition about sin, including its corrupt
effects, and the notion that all humans share in its
universal solidarity.24

then we have not disturbed the narrative arc of scripture nor Wesley’s
analogy of faith and are on solid ground moving forward.
Disease and Cure
John Wesley considered the doctrine of original sin essential to
faithful Christian theology and proclamation; this much is clear.25 However,
favored, instead, the terms inbred or inbeing sin.26 This is the same man
who famously stuck with the language of “Christian Perfection” when
contemporaries and theological descendants consistently misunderstand
his aim. It should give us pause that such a linguistic purist was willing
to pivot from traditional nomenclature, both English and Latin, when he
talked about our sin dilemma.
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Time and time again, John Wesley treats Adam as a real person who
fell into sin and passed his corrupted nature on to every other human being
as our federal head.27
back into the writings of Wesley is anachronistic. He simply had no reason
to disbelieve the historicity of the Genesis 3 story. Still, many segments of
Wesley’s writing show that he was primarily interested in the existential and
phenomenological nature of sin, not merely its etiology in Adam.28
Speaking beyond the bounds of the garden, Wesley opines,
“Universal misery is at once a consequence and a proof of this universal
corruption. Men are unhappy (how very few are the exceptions!) because
they are unholy.”29 Also, when discussing Genesis 6:5 in his sermon,
“Original Sin,” Wesley poignantly highlights, “For God saw it, and he
this or that man; not of a few men only; not barely of the greatest par, but of
man in general, of men universally.”30
originating sinthe fall event- is the ubiquity and universality with which we experience
our sinful condition. Still, all the more critical for Wesley is original sin’s
us from God and the only remedy is grace.
Here is our theological foundation. The universality of our
depraved nature via our natural birth necessitates a new birth, “Because
Therefore we must be born again, before we can please God.”31 Of primary

made alive.’”32
The reason that Taylor’s view so agitated Wesley was that his
rejection of original sin implied a rejection of God’s effort to save us in
regenerating grace. For Taylor, a qualitative change was not necessary,
merely a quantitative one.33 Far be it for Wesley to stand for such a category
mistake.34 His objection is clear: if you miss the mark in understanding our
sinful state, you miss the miraculous work of the Holy Spirit giving us new
birth in Christ.35 Observe the rhetorical power of Wesley’s own words, “Is
wholly fallen? Is his soul totally corrupted? Allow this and you are so far a
Christian. Deny it and you are but a Heathen still.”36
No Adam, no Fall; no Fall, no original sin; no original sin, no
need for a Savior. Such is the logic a constructive formulation of original sin
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must invalidate. Might evolutionary theory help develop a view of universal
human sinfulness that necessitates grace in the form of a new birth even
within a non-historical Adam framework?

Wesley would concur with a sentiment expressed by many
theologians, “[Adam’s] historical dark sin serves to highlight the brightness
and clarity of God’s gift of grace.”37 Yet, what if the atheistic philosopher
Michael Ruse is right? Here is his contention: “Original sin is part of the
biological package… It comes with being human… With respect to original
sin, sociobiological Homo sapiens are nigh identical to Christian Homo
sapiens.”38 Let’s talk particulars.
Theories of evolutionary psychology can help present a robust
picture of human sinfulness if we investigate what I term our “evolutionary
baggage.” This baggage is not what Augustine envisions with his thesis
of inherited guilt; neither is it entirely what Wesley has in mind when
he presents original sin as corrupted nature. Instead, it is the cumulative
weight of millions of years of natural development now operative in
inordinate actualization.
The task of evolutionary psychology is to understand human
behavior through functionally specialized brain modules that are the
products of natural selection, all of which leave our metal schemata
irrevocably tuned to the age of hunter-gatherer societies.39 According to E.
O. Wilson, sociobiology is “the systematic study of the biological basis of
all social behavior.”40 You can see the interplay of these two disciplines in
the often-cited “sweet tooth” example.
Our ancestors developed a sweet tooth that helped them scour the
earth for nourishment rich in natural sweeteners. In its original environment,
this drive helped ensure proper nutrition for survival and reproductive

not naïve to our insatiable sweet tooth; it exploits it. Not surprisingly, many
people satisfy this once very good desire to the sum of gluttonous obesity.
Our limbic system- amygdala, hippocampus, thalamus, hypothalamus,
and insula- seems partially to blame as part of its purpose is to regulate
emotions and cravings. Remote ancestors of ours never experienced the
hyper-stimulation of dopaminergic neuronal pathways by way of modern
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“feel good” substances like engineered junk foods or drugs. Such pleasure
sensors in the brain emerged to encourage rewarding behaviors. One
could label them good behaviors, teleologically speaking. Now, anyone
tormented by substance addictions feels the weight of this evolutionary
mismatch.41
The applications of evolutionary psychology and sociobiology
are not captive to sins of excess. The eventual emergence of a developed
prefrontal cortex opened the hamartiological door to all manner of social
ills and self-serving behavior.42 Jonathan Haidt has even theorized a series of
“moral foundations,” rooted in evolutionary psychology, that explain both
the positive and negative aspects of moral psychology.43 Ultimately, insights
gleaned from these two disciplines suggest that our inherited proclivities
are not ideally suited for a life of righteousness and holiness in a world of
complex social relations, materialist media, and ever-evolving technology.
It may just be that all humans inherit an unchosen “sinful” nature at this
period in our evolutionary history. This proposition appears observable both
at the individual and societal level. We naturally desire temporal goods
like food, shelter, and sex. The problem is, we don’t live in our ancestors’
environments where their desires for the like were appropriately actualized
in line with part of humanity’s telos to “be fruitful and multiply.”
It is common in the evolutionary creation camp to adapt the view
that human beings are creatures weighed down by millions of years of
genetic calibrating, the result of which is a species whose genes once led
us to “wholly good” ends but now lead us to sinful autonomy. Walking a
this possibility: perhaps we don’t need a Fall to be fallen. Celia DeaneDrummond taps this theological vein when she suggests, “It is not so much
that guilt is inherited through original sin, but that original sin creates the
distorted social context in which it is impossible not to be a sinner.”44 To her
assertion, Mark Heim adds some thoughts from memetic theory, “If others
are sinners [and presume millennia of accumulated structural sin], I will
my mimetic nature.”45 In this view, if sin is an ever-actualized social reality,
we are all consequently born in sin.46
Wesley wavered back and forth between models of how our sin
nature is propagated. We will cover these developments in the following
section. Helpful to our position now is a consistent theme that Randy L.
Maddox observes running through Wesley’s works as it relates to the effect
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of original sin, which he terms “lost participation.”47 According to Maddox,
nature resulting from being born into this world already separated from
the empowering Divine Presence [lost participation].”48 Swamidass lends
his thought to this position as well when he speculates that the nature of
original sin is inherited exile, a fall that “grows into us.”49
Below is a truncated, speculative, and provisional outline of a
Fall and subsequent communication of original sin that attempts to take
seriously the claims of evolutionary psychology and sociobiology while
still retaining the necessity of regenerating grace, soteriologically speaking:
God creates a good world and produces biological life
via an evolutionary process (which includes even the
nastier parts like death, predation, and evolutionary
dead-ends)
Creatures complex enough to be said to
“bear the image of God” arise from this process with an
original population of no less than 10,000 individuals
God corporately elects this emergent species as his
covenant people to serve as his representation to and
for the created order
These original humans are
not perfect, in the popular sense, but are enabled and
empowered to carry out God’s very good mission for
them on earth
They break faith with God by choosing
instead to pursue their own perceived good and “fall”
After this nonessential temporal “fall” humanity is left
in a state that requires the restoring grace of God found
only in Christ Jesus.50
The result of this provisional model is an inbeing sin that amounts to
relational exile from God, a state in which we are utterly incapable of living
the way God intended absent his enabling presence, absent a new birth.
Suggesting that original sin may have a biological component(s)
has enormous theological implications. We genuinely do not know the
depths of our “cure” if we are unfamiliar with the severity of our “disease.”
to unmask what it means to be fallen. These biological revelations and
theological innovations could prove fruitful for a constructive doctrine of
original sin, but they also carry a serious risk- ontologizing sin.
Not Assumed, Not Healed
Hans Madueme is a vocal opponent of the doctrine of original
sin having a biological component, at least one that presumes to deny the
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historicity of Adam and Eve. According to Madueme, “The fall is midwife
to the gospel.”51 A temporal fall does the three-fold work of safeguarding
eschatological hope in God’s original intention for creation. Here we

Wesley was akin to this way of framing salvation history. He too
would have resisted evolutionary hamartiologies that render evil “intrinsic
to divine creation, or alternatively, [ones within which] evil becomes
a dualistic reality existing alongside God and intruding itself into his
creation.”52 Madeume’s main contention is that “biologized hamartiology
53
By presenting the
nature of sin as an inevitable outgrowth of our evolutionary development,
he argues, evolutionary theologians have resurrected Manichaean heresy.
Truthfully, such a presentation also sounds eerily analogous to John Taylor’s
conclusion that Wesley vehemently opposes, “If we come into the world
infected and depraved with sinful dispositions, then sin must be natural to
us; and if natural, then necessary; and if necessary, then no sin.”54
Wesleyans need not fall prey to these heretical slippery slopes.
Though his thought took some time to take shape, Wesley was prescient on
this matter. In his Doctrine of Original Sin, Wesley responds to a slimmeddown version of the assertion above, “’If sin be natural, then it is necessary,’”
saying:
If by sin meant the corrupt bias of our wills, that indeed
is natural to us, as our nature is corrupted by the fall;
but not as it came originally out of the hand of God.
Therefore it is improperly compared to the appetites
of hunger and thirst, which might be in our original
nature. Now, this bias of the will is certainly evil and
sinful, and hateful to God; whether we have contracted
it ourselves, or whether we derive it from Adam, makes
no difference.55
Clearly, Wesley believed that our state of sin is not natural in the sense that
God is the direct author of sin. Still, he seems to afford some grey space
concerning sin’s etiology and propagation in his concluding quip.
As an ordained Anglican minister, Wesley refused to run
roughshod over his Church’s Thirty-Nine Articles when building out his
theological anthropology. Front and center in his considerations stands
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Article IX’s pronouncement that original sin “naturally is engendered of
the offspring of Adam.”56 This intentionally muddled article allows Wesley
to vacillate throughout his life regarding his view of exactly how original
IX obfuscated the issue but his willingness to dodge the topic eroded in
1755 when Richard Tompson pitted the biological transmission of original

a naturally engendered fallen nature?57
Wesley got to work to come up with a reasonable response by
plunging the depths of the two most prominent theological models of his
day for the communication of inbeing sin- traducianism and creationism.
John Wesley began and concluded his theological journey as a traducian.
With Augustine, he settled on the idea that our entire being (body and
soul) was present in Adam’s loins during the fall.58 In short, there is a
biological component to sinful communication- a natural transmissionthough Wesley did not embrace Augustine’s doctrine of concupiscence
wherein the physical act of procreation (along with its inherit lust) is the
sin transmitting agent. On the whole, Wesley avoids Manichaean heresy by
but that corruption traces back logically, theologically, and chronologically
to a temporal fall in Adam. Such a position retains Augustine’s “priority-ofthe-good” thesis since sin’s alien entrance does not predate a Fall in time.59
The middle Wesley is less dogmatic on this point. During the
period of his life that he wrote The Doctrine of Original Sin, Wesley had
been dipping his toes in the creationism camp.60 Still, neither view is
forcefully advocated in his treatise. Here, I believe, is Wesley’s wisdom. He
takes the time to refute Taylor’s claims that Adam’s curse only resulted in
physical death because he wants to show not only that we are all subject
to physical decay because of sin but that we are all spiritually dead as well.
Hence, again, highlighting the need for regenerating grace. All the while,
Wesley has ample opportunity in his treatise on original sin to advocate for
or propose a model for the dissemination of spiritual death. He explicitly
declines to do so:
Before I say anything on this head, I must premise,
that there are a thousand circumstances relating to it,
concerning which I can form no conception at all, but
am utterly in the dark. I know not how my body was
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fashioned there; or when or how my soul was united
to it: And it is far easier, in speaking on so abstruse a
subject to pull down, than to build up. I can easily
object to any hypothesis which is advanced; but I cannot
easily defend any.
And if you ask me, how, in what determinate manner, sin
is propagated; how it is transmitted from father to son:
I answer plainly, I cannot tell; no more than I can tell
how man is propagated, how a body is transmitted from
father to son. I know both the one and the other fact; but
I can account for neither.61
Wesley’s turn to mystery concerning the transmission of original sin from
generation to generation is prudent. Perhaps it ought to also be adopted in
the Wesleyan tradition for discussions concerning sin’s etiology.62
Emergence Theory
It is hard to talk about sin and its nefarious nature without also using
the language of “soul” and “mind”; they are intrinsically linked. Christian
theology draws on the philosophical canon for its discussion of these terms.
Wesleyan theology, in particular, is most acquainted with conceiving what
it means to be Homo spiritualis through Platonic categories. The soul is
often seen as a distinct from the body, immaterial “thing” with heaven as
its origin and end. This conception would not be far afoot from what was
foray into creationism.
The soul/body dualistic paradigm was popular in Wesley’s day.
Thomistic dualism and Cartesian dualism were both notable theories that
Wesley dealt with extensively.63 Contemporary scholarship, however, has
witnessed a turn away from these traditional categories and presentations
of theological anthropology in favor of what’s broadly known as emergence
theory.64
Emergence theory is a diverse, transdisciplinary philosophical
framework that spans philosophy of science, philosophy of mind,
philosophy of religion, and more. The nature of this project affords
space for only a rudimentary introduction. For our purposes, emergence
theory is an effort to avoid the language of soul while still conceiving
of “things” that are part of the human person, but which are irreducible
epistemologically, and oftentimes ontologically. For example, emergence
theory argues that the advent of mind, consciousness, rationality, etc., is
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not simply a neurophysiological phenomenon; it is “supervenient” one.
The concept of supervenience is a relationship of downward causation. Put
short, the emergent mind is reliant on and caused by its neurological basis,
but is superveniently endowed a nature of its own that allows it to exert
downward causal power. Matter causes mind but mind then has the ability
65
Emergence theory allows one to
develop a theological anthropology that is simultaneously monistic though
not physicalist, and dualistic though not in the substance sense.66
Critical for our discussion is how the ideas of supervenience,
Ignacio González-Faus reasons that “when human beings sin, they create
structures of sin, which, in their turn, make human beings sin.”67 Sin is
dependent on individual actualization but quickly becomes irreducible
to the individual sinner and can exercise downward causal pressure on
society at large. These newly evolving categories may afford us a way to
conceive of the alien entrance of sin on both a personally binding and
societally compulsory level. Matthew Croasmun even argues that it may
help us understand (S)in in the cosmic sense that Paul outlines in his Epistle
to the Romans.68 Perhaps emergence theory presents the Wesleyan tradition
some new ways to envision how original sin is “naturally engendered.”

As we turn to conclude our study, it is best to embrace Wesley’s
“catholic spirit.”69
offer an olive branch to those who disagreed with him so long as they were
Constructive theology concerning human origins and human sinfulness
many have a profound impact on how we understand critical components of
Wesley’s ordo salutis moving forward. Introducing a biological component
to the doctrine of original sin has the potential to introduce some “limits” to
the therapeutic nature of grace in Wesley’s explanations of regeneration and
conceive of a mending or eradication of inbeing sin when it is understood
as lost participation, exile, relational estrangement, or even the broadly
Reformed position of imputed guilt. Things get more tricky if inbred sin
incorporates evolutionary baggage. How might holiness and evolution
intersect in the quest for Christian Perfection?70
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Some of the preceding comments also have Christological implications.
For instance, in what sense does Jesus share in our humanity if there is
something borderline essentially sinful about our nature? Does Christ take
on our evolutionary baggage and model for us a path to Spirit-empowered
sinless living? Perhaps. Still, would not our inherited proclivities be an
assault to Jesus Christ’s impeccability? Suppose instead that Jesus doesn’t
assume our evolutionary history in his Incarnation. Is He then fully human,
or do we have a novum Apollinarianism on our hands? Imagine also the
many ministers the practical concern when discussing human origins and
salvation history is, quite simply: will it preach?
Theological “innovations,” the like of which we have discussed,
have the potential to stress bonds of Christian love and lead to squabbling.
a catholic spirit:
Dost thou believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and him
,with the energy of love?... Is thy heart right toward thy
neighbor?... Do you show your love by your works?...
opinion.’ You need not: I do not expect or desire it.
71

For Wesley, catholic spirit is neither “speculative” nor “practical
latitudinarianism.” Instead, it is the ability to respectfully disagree with
“all whose hearts are right with his heart.”72 That is, people who are also
pursuing God in worship to the best of their knowledge.
One is free to conceive of a different, if not better, means of

not have a basis in ancient brain modules to lead us to an understanding
of universal human sinfulness. Better models may be yet to be developed.

of creation and Creator. Our tradition can afford latitude without being
on the doctrine of original sin so long as we stick to “the plain, old faith.”
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